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Using the Grenova TipNovus for the Reuse of Manual Pipette Tips for COVID-19 Testing 

 

1. Abstract 

Grenova products have been used for cleaning, sanitizing and reusing pipette tips for 
the purpose of COVID-19 PCR testing. In a CLIA certified diagnostics lab, Pipette tips were 
successfully washed and dried using the TipNovus Gen 4 system. In order to wash the tips, the 
default standard protocol was adapted to match the height of the manual pipette tips. The 
performance of the system and the method was tested by washing tips that have aliquoted 
positive control (“PC Tip”), wash buffer (“WB Tip”), and binding buffer (“BB Tip”) and using them 
in the aliquoting of negative control. All test results had resulted negative and indicated 
successful washing of the manual pipette tips. The study shows that no contamination was 
found in the Grenova TipNovus wash and reuse of pipette tips for COVID-19. It has also been 
determined that the default standard TipNovus protocol was sufficient in producing clean tips 
for reuse in all COVID-19 PCR testing steps.  

 

2. Introduction  
 

A large number of pipette tips are used to perform COVID-19 sample transfer, DNA 
extraction, and PCR plate transfer. The high volume of tips being used for each sample comes 
with great operational cost and cost to the environment. In addition, the high demand for lab 
consumables during the COVID-19 crisis calls for a stronger control over its supply chain. Having 
a definite access to pipette tips is essential in operating a COVID-19 lab. For these reasons, 
Grenova’s pipette tip washing products have been employed to clean and sanitize pipette tips 
for proper reuse in the COVID-19 testing.  
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In order to wash the COVID-19 testing tips, the Grenova TipNovus Gen 4 system was 
used.  A TipNovus is customizable benchtop tip washing system that is capable of cleaning, 
sanitizing, and drying contaminated pipette tips for reuse. It uses cleaning reagents, UV, air and 
water purging to perform the cleaning. The TipNovus washes 4 tip racks at a time and 16-20 
racks in an hour. Following the instruments’ installation, the performance of the instruments 
was tested in order to ensure the validity of the results reported.  

 

3. Methods and Procedure 
 

The target manual pipette tips were used in the aliquoting of positive control (“PC Tip”), 
wash buffer (“WB Tip”), and binding buffer (“BB Tip”). The manual tips were saved in an empty 
rack and the rest of the rack was filled with dummy tips. The rack was labeled accordingly for 
each row of tips. The rack was washed along with 3 other dummy racks in the TipNovus. The 
default standard protocol that was optimized for the tip was used. The standard protocol utilizes 
a standard setup using both water and Grenoclean to clean the tips.   

After the wash, the tips were used for the aliquoting of negative control. The testing was 
performed exactly as patient samples. The PCR plate was set up as the map indicates below. 
Each row contains tips previously used in the different processes of testing – Positive Control 
(PC Tip), Wash buffer (WB Tip), Binding buffer (BB Tip). 
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4. Results 
 

The results of the previously aliquoted Positive Control “PC Tip”, Binding Buffer “BB Tip”, 
and Wash Buffer “WB Tip” have all resulted in “Negative SARS CoV-2". The results of other 
controls on the run have passed appropriately as well.  
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5. Discussion 
 
 The use of pipette tips washed by the TipNovus has shown no reportable contamination 
as seen with negative results. It can be concluded that any possible contamination picked up by 
the pipette tips were removed by the tip washer setup. Since the default program has proven 
successful in cleaning the pipette tips, no further customization is required. Programs can be 
customized in the future, if there are any deviations or interferences that arise.  

Additionally, tips used in one step of the method can be reused in other steps of the 
method since no carryover was indicated in any of the tips used in the different steps. The limit 
on the number of times each set of tips can be used before discard is still to be determined. As 
pipette tips are being reused, QC and blank data will be continually monitored for trends as well 
as the integrity of the tips themselves. A limit for the number of times a tip can be washed will 
be then determined. This testing was performed using manual pipette tips exclusively and 
further testing may be needed on other tip types. However, it can be noted that the same 
method of action is used with other tip types with the primary difference being how the tips are 
held within the system. The washing of other liquid handler tips for the reuse of COVID-19 have 
shown similar results.  

 

 




